Many people are actively awakening as time goes to the True purposes of the NS, which extend far beyond the solely "Racial" Borders. It’s a way of life. The NS never have had the desire of exterminating or undermining any race, or individual, other than driving the jewish pest away from civilized society. Which WHY can be seen nowadays, VERY clearly. In many cases, it just stated facts. The facts back at the time offended nobody, not even jews.

In fact, the "tight" laws of the NS, are nothing compared to the 613, "racist" and "bigoted" Mitzvot the jews themselves follow. Some of which are forced to habitually exterminate Gentile races etc. All accusations against the NS one can easily find in the jewish mitzvot, just reversed. Where it should be jews, it’s NS. The people really hate the jews and their own lies, generated by the jewish mind. Not the NS. Because apparently, they aren't talking about any NS, just projecting their own criminal mentality to it as a false jewish gassing. If the original NS Germans were such violent creed, maybe the world would have been in a better condition now. They would have done a really Holly Holly. Only if they have been, would they have won the war or not? Many believe they would have.

I make no comment at socket puppets such as the (((Neo-Nazis))) and other useless punks around, obviously. They deserve none as they are invented by the enemy anyway. Now, back on the point.

After facts are stated by the NS, the key was providing a similar model so that people who have seen this would follow and advance. Hitler stated he just wanted to make the beginning and make a prototype state. Which worked eventually as all world leaders of the time who were Gentile were stunned out by the success of such system. It doesn't solely matter where you are, or what you are now, as the NS and all these eugenics programs people had back then (it was also a movement in America) was just to elevate all humans to higher levels, by deep re-wiring of Humanity. They added much and powerful health research for a reason of healing people. Because curing and helping those who have befallen by illness and many other things were important to them. An extreme amount of life-saving medication and research was stolen by enemies of Germany after WW2.

It’s just love for improvement, and love for what's better. We live on a little planet called Earth, and there are many other beings out there. Adolf Hitler is renowned
for knowing this Truth early on, and this was the foundation of the Thule movement. Not only that, but they actively communicated with these beings. Adolf Hitler Himself has mentioned that he "saw the Man that was to come and that he shrank from Him". Now, if these beings are so powerful that can make a being like Adolf Hitler shrink, people can understand what powers we are talking about. Hitler wanted Humanity to advance. As such his political model was this need for advancement applied in politics.

From taking care of the planet and animals, to taking care of humans and doing what's best for everyone, without useless babysitting. You were nothing on your own, unless you proved it, but at the same time innate values were recognized. All superior paradigms of people, being 'Nordic' didn't mean on their own one thing. A 'Nordic' slavish, jewish worshipping, cuck communist, meant nothing. Achievements and work were what mattered more. However, all people labored for a best ideal. Ideally, people of any Race belonging to the same Soul family, do ALL desire the improvement of their Race. Because you reincarnate into your Racial line, so improvements improve YOU as well. This is existential.

The Gods who have created us are a vastly superior species, in most ways inconceivable. They have made it clear that unless Humanity advances, Humanity will fall victim to inferior and garbage life forms, such as the reptilians, the greys, and all sorts of other vain creatures roaming the planet. If some Races or some people don't reach a level compatible with fighting them and their planted race, eventually, bastardization would succumb EVERYONE, WITHOUT EXCEPTION, under the tyrannical rule of these select few. And then I have written extensively on what they have shown me, will happen. Don't take my word. Just look what they do to humanity ALREADY. Most people are too lazy, stupid, and infantile in their intelligence, that not only these beings are not fit to run any destiny, they are too lazy to even advance to something at least a bit tad better. Just a bit tad better, over centuries, would eventually be enough.

Christianity emphasizes 'democracy' and the rule of the mob. The same mob that only watches TV, thinks Justin Bieber as a 'god', feeds energy to the jewish thoughtform, and lives like cattle, decides for every fine young man who tries to struggle for a better future. Now don't mistake what I say for 'perfectionism'. Just take it for what it is: do some steps to get BETTER. It's almost as if the universe itself is created in such a way so that the more one masters resistance, the stronger they become. Humans are meant to grow, not deteriorate. Race mixing is another thing that is created BY CHRISTIANITY. Love the meek, love the weak, love those below you and become their slave. This is how the jews went from ZERO, to ruling the planet. They are still however ZERO and nothing has changed by external circumstance.
Spiritual Satanism is the Ancient System of such evolution. Spiritual Satanism is the existential spiritual means which as the Yogis admit, advance the life form and the individual blueprint by hundreds of years on end, if done loyally. This transforms the life form, and this is what saves life forms thousands of years of advancement. The Gods have been JUST in their part. They gave the knowledge, now, it’s up to everyone to prove their worth and apply. You do or you don't, it’s up to you. This in a political form would create the NS, or any other movement with similar values.

Where one falls into the order of the Cosmos is only generated on ONE behalf by their 'destiny'. The other half is individual enterprise and effort. The meekest person in the universe that does a lifetime of meditation will nuke most natural talents easily, for example. Somewhere is born the best athlete ever, they only play video games and shovel donuts down their throat. Another person is average, puts effort, becomes far better than the donut person would ever become.

The NS is the most crystal-clear example of how such a thing should be. Nobody was killed for wearing glasses, nobody was killed for being dark-haired, nobody was killed for being black, nobody was attacked just for the fact of being gay. The only punishable crimes were crimes such as massive genocide through christianity, attacking one's race spitefully through jewish fifth column frontiers such as communism, namely blatant co-operation with enemies etc. Any movement or power structure does that every day, in more or less apparent ways. Just how many have DIED for not believing in Christianity, or Communism? In most cases, they weren't even judged.

There are feelings of inferiority, and mass propaganda in line, created by the enemy of ALL Human advancement, the jew, so that people are afraid. Again, what do the meek suffer from endlessly? Fear. Half of their life is created, generated by FEAR. They baseline don't exist because of FEAR.

They "FEAR" when they tell everyone that some diabolical NS is very brutal, and would do this or that to them, because they FEAR to study the Truth. It may cause twinkling in their titties, as you can see, and that's BAD. Ignorance is to be LOVED, not FEARED, even if their ignorance slowly kills them.

What they don't state is that the yearly victims of Tobacco industry, and Alcohol, or impoverishment, are about hundreds of times more than the amounts of the (((Claims))) killed by 'tyrannical Nazi like regimes' worldwide. Half Africa has killed the other half of Africa, and no "White Supremacism" has ever made it there. It was just Black people settling accounts in a natural way, which is the case for many other species as well. Guess what similar things happened in Asia
and worldwide.

It's Hitler the 'dictator' and the 'beast' that could have developed the atomic bomb and won WW2. But instead the jew Einstein and other jews did, winning America an actual war. And nuked Nagasaki and Hiroshima flat. For absolutely no real reason whatsoever.

Again, Humanity evolves, humanity learns, and there are laws of nature that are irrefutable and don't listen to anyone. So, it's good to love one's self, advance, and do what you need to be doing, and sleep nicely at night. In fact, how many MILLIONS die every year, because they couldn't keep up with the jewish system of demands? How many hundreds of millions are impoverished? And how many billions are rotting in daily ignorance until they are parasitized enough and die like slaves?

Just a few examples.

The Stronger one becomes, more they are able to love, understand, and see the essence within reality, existence and one's self. Self-love that is healthy, a normal sense of ego, and awareness of the vast infinitude of the universe, makes one braver, but at the same time less uselessly warlike, and less STUPID. At the same time, strength makes one ready for war whenever and wherever this is needed, something that automatically wards away all sorts of cancers and parasites that may try to attack such individual(s). This generates freedom. One is also able to help. Weak people that can't help themselves, cannot help others all that much either.

This reflects in the treatment of others. If people were only less stupid, there would be far less misunderstandings, far less useless quarrels, and far less monkey attitude that ultimately leads to human tragedy. Millions on the planet die because of sheer stupidity. This is why the NS were so much against stupidity. Stupidity is deadly, and many stupid people cost the life of other people every day. Isn't this unjust? Look at what the stupid Muslims are doing, in killing innocent. They are literally DUMBASSES. Because what is being a dumbass, weakness in the mind. So, the jews are constantly keeping humanity on the low, and the more de-evolved species are, the more they act in dumb ways that are against their own existence or advancement. Because they don't want friends or humans, they want cattle.

Christianity makes this a way of life, and also says it's "MORAL". The more debilitated, self-hating, and self-loathing, selfundoing mentally one person becomes, and the more weakness, meekness and fears start plaguing the mind, this is where people are dangerous. Christianity says blessed are the weak.
Satanism says, blessed are the mighty.

Now, Strong and Weak can also be relative. For example, every baby born without exception is "weak". It doesn't matter where you are now, or if you struggle. It matters more of your resolve and how you act most of the time. Everyone has 'weak moments' and nobody expects of anyone to become superman or batman. It's just taking one's part in fighting this Samsaric, base chakra, stupefaction that matters. And elevating higher at your own pace. It's a matter of tuning yourself towards the good and the favorable, over the meek and rotten.

Mighty people don't have to be merciless or bestial. It's short ratty jews that will backstab you twenty times over because they were jealous of your nose or something. It's not someone who is sane and mentally not ill. Spiritual Satanism is about self-improvement to build moral and intelligent people, and not cattle. Cattle can be very evil. Christianity made humanity cattle and this is why humanity is at its most time evil now, and has been so for thousands of years. Because humanity and races grew weak.

In fact, look at the christians in your life, or the hordes of people in your life if you want to see evil. Some of them would murder over a bag of chips literally. A person, who is strong or at least decent and can buy fucking chips, would never do this. In the same way, all strong societies last better, stronger, and with far less resentment. Power does not corrupt. Weakness corrupts. Weakness builds thirst, and this thirst is the source of negative comparison and murder, unethical actions, and all sorts of other insane garbage.

Intelligent people find an alternate route called self-advancement, so no matter where you are, you become stronger, and therefore leave the Samsaric, rotten category. You don't need to be a genius, or Da Vinci, or Tesla. It's just a matter of a small choice and adhering to it to make the world actually better. Satanism gives one the tools to become better, and these actually do EASE the mind and make one a better person, on their OWN. Application generates the Platonic men and women of Gold, the superior people morally, in strength, and in spirit. So the jews have a bad day because they get potential rivals that will fuck them up.

It's in the Hindu texts, that those who are on the Samsaric level are the source of all mishaps, wars, and murder possibly imaginable. The jews themselves act that way more than anyone, and shaped society in their image. This is what Spiritual Satanism teaches. Its moral weakness that makes someone act like this in the first place, or intellectual stupidity.
Cursed are those who are by choice meek, weak, and dumb.

Blessed are the Mighty, and those who choose to advance themselves, for they understand what is meant here.

Also, taken from philosophy, there was this adage: "Blessed are the strong for they will inherit the Earth".

Don't allow monkeys, uncivilized beasts, and morbid fools inherit the Earth. Advance, do your part in warfare, and blot this excrement out. It’s time for once that decent people rise and take hold of the destiny of the Earth. There is only ONE way to go.
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